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Large disturbances such as fires and floods are landscape processes that may alter the structure of landscapes
in nature reserves. Landscape structure may in turn influence the viability of species and the functioning of
ecosystems. Past reserve design and management strategies have been focussed  on species and ecosystems
rather than on landscape-scale processes, such as disturbance.

An essential feature of a natural disturbance regime is the variation in disturbance attributes (e.g., size,
timing, intensity, spatial location). Although some past reserve management policies have included natural
disturbances, perpetuating disturbance variation has not been the explicit goal of either reserve design or
management.

To design a reserve to perpetuate the natural disturbance process requires consideration of: (1) the size of
the reserve in relation to maximum expected disturbance size, (2) the location of the reserve in relation to
favored disturbance initiation and export zones and in relation to spatial variation in the disturbance regime,
and (3) the feasibility of disturbance control at reserve boundaries, or in reserve buffers.

Disturbance management possibilities are constrained by the design of the reserve and the reserve goals.
Where a natural disturbance regime is not feasible, then it is important that the managed disturbance regime
mimic historical variation in disturbance sizes and other attributes as well as possible. Manipulating structure
on the landscape scale to restore landscapes thought to have been altered by historical disturbance control
is premature given our understanding of spatial disturbance processes in landscapes.

1. Introduction

Conservation is moving toward larger scales as en-
vironmental problems become more complex, in-
teractive, and global in extent. Global processes,
particularly the natural and human processes that
affect atmospheric chemistry and ultimately global
climate, are increasingly the focus of conservation
concern. The contemporary distribution of major
biomes may be altered if global warming occurs as
a consequence of increases in greenhouse gases
(Emanuel et al. 1985). Conserving current global
form thus requires protection of global processes.

At several levels of biological organization (i.e.,
populations, species, ecosystems, landscapes), both
form and process are conservation concerns. Spe-
cies conservation efforts have moved beyond sim-
ply enclosing a patch of living individuals inside a
reserve, to concern with perpetuating other aspects
of form, such as genetic variation (Frankel and
SoulC  1981) and metapopulation structure, and the
processes that perpetuate that form. Ecosystem lev-
el conservation similarly requires that the form of
the ecosystem, including community composition
and diversity, as well as the processes that maintain
that form, such as competition, be perpetuated. Re-
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cently,  conservation attention has turned to the
structure of the landscape (Harris 1984; Noss and
Harris 1986; Baker 1989a) and the perpetuation of
landscape form and process.

Conservation planning is needed that considers
all levels of biological organization from popula-
tion to landscape. Determination of the minimum
critical size of a tropical forest reserve from the
population viability perspective (Lovejoy et al.
1984) is important, but insufficient. It is now ap-
parent that an intact rainforest landscape is essen-
tial for maintenance of the tropical forest climate it-
self (Shukla et al. 1990). The success of a reserve
designed to protect populations is thus determined
in part by the processes in, and structure of the
landscape in which the reserve resides.

Landscape-scale process and form have in the
past been largely viewed in this way-as externalities
which should be considered in planning for conser-
vation goals at other levels of biological organiza-
tion (e.g., Pickett and Thompson 1978),  rather
than as conservation concerns in their own right.
Yet it is now clear that an interdigitated prairie-
forest landscape is a different entity and functions
differently from a continuous expanse of either
prairie or forest. An emerging tenet of landscape
ecology is that the patchy structure of landscapes is
important to ecological functioning at a variety
of levels of biological organization (Forman  and
Godron 1986),  and is itself worthy of conservation
and management attention,

The purpose of this article is to review the process
of natural disturbance, particularly large distur-
bances, and the problems in designing and manag-
ing nature reserves in order to perpetuate this
process and the structure produced by it. There are
many processes, as well as other issues and con-
cerns, some of which may be p,aramount,  that must
be addressed in designing and managing nature
reserves, but natural disturbance, particularly large
disturbance, has received little attention. Past poli-
cies have not explicitly considered the variation in
the disturbance regime that may be an important
source of both spatial and temporal variation in
landscapes. I begin with a review of the concept of
a disturbance regime, then discuss first the design
and second the management of a nature reserve
with the disturbance regime in mind.

2. Natural disturbances

Natural disturbances occur in virtually all of the
earth’s major biomes (White 1979). The role of dis-
turbance in maintaining structure at the species,
ecosystem, and landscape scale is being increasingly
appreciated. Tropical rainforests, for example,
were long thought to be rather stable communities
seldom disturbed, but are now recognized to be dy-
namic communities whose diversity is in part due to
disturbances ranging from floods to treefalls to
fires (Foster 1980).

Disturbances create a mosaic of patches in land-
scapes. The structure of this patch mosaic (e.g.,
patch density, distance between patches, patch size
distribution) is important to many species (Forman
and Godron 1986). This structure, in landscapes
subject to large disturbances, is controlled by the
characteristics of the disturbance regime as well as
by the landscape itself.

A disturbance can be defined as “. . . any rela-
tively discrete event in time that disrupts ecosystem,
community, or population structure and changes
resources, substrate availability, or the physical en-
vironment” (White and Pickett 1985 p. 7): What
constitutes disturbance, as opposed to normal fluc-
tuation, is dependent on the scale of observation as
well as the level of biological organization being
considered (Rykiel 1985; Pickett et al. 1989). Here
I am most concerned with the landscape scale of ob-
servation (hundreds of meters to kilometers).

Spatial and temporal sets of disturbance patches
are the components of a disturbance regime. Each
patch created by a disturbance has a set of attrib-
utes, and a disturbance regime can be characterized
as the set of frequency or probability density distri-
butions for each patch attribute (Table 1, Figure 1).
The form of each distribution can be illustrated by
a histogram and quantitatively characterized by
values of parameters (e.g., mean, variance, skew-
ness) of standard statistical distributions (e.g., nor-
mal, Weibull) that have been fit to empirical data
(e.g., Johnson and Van Wagner 1985).

Most of the attribute distributions, including
type, shape, intensity, severity, edge, and orienta-
tion have never been determined empirically. For
example, it has been recognized that multiple dis-
turbance types (e.g., wind, fire, avalanches) affect



Table 1.  Some attributes of individual disturbance patches, and
the sets of disturbance patches that comprise a disturbance
regime.

Each Disturbance Patch
Type - type of disturbance
Size - land area disturbed
Shape - measure by a shape index (cf. Austin 1984)
Intensity - physical force of a disturbance
Severity - damage caused by a disturbance
Timing - temporal setting of a disturbance
Spatial location - spatial setting of a disturbance
Edge - total length of the perimeter of a patch
Orientation - compass direction of central axis of a patch

Spatial or Temporal Sets of Disturbance Patches
Type distribution
Size distribution
Shape distribution
Intensity distribution
Severity distribution
Timing distribution
Spatial distribution
Edge distribution
Orientation distribution
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Fig. 1. Some examples of attribute distributions for a distur-
bance regime.

many landscapes (e.g., Reiners and Lang 1979), yet
no one has quantified the type distribution. As a
result, disturbance regimes have typically been
characterized by a limited set of properties of one
or two attributes (White 1979; White and Pickett
1985; Christensen 1988). In the remainder of this
section I will discuss what is known about the size,
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timing, and spatial distributions, as these are better
known and perhaps more important.

2. I. Size distributions

Patch size distributions have not been determined
for many disturbance regimes. Size distributions
are perhaps best known for treefall gaps, where
they have been adequately fit by a negative ex-
ponential (Foster and Reiners 1986), a power func-
tion (Hubbell and Foster 1986), or a lognormal dis-
tribution (Runkle 1982; Arriaga 1988). Size distri-
butions for wave-generated gaps in intertidal
landscapes are also lognormally distributed (Paine
and Levin 1981). Size distributions for fires have
not been statistically fit, but appear to have a nega-
tive exponential (van Wagtendonk 1986; Baker
1989a) or power function distribution (Minnich
1983).

2.2. Timing distributions

There are two aspects of timing that are commonly
used to characterize disturbance regimes. These are
(1) parameters describing the distribution of inter-
vas between disturbances and (2) the frequency of
disturbances. Often only the mean of a disturbance
interval distribution is reported, with other para-
meters of the distribution ignored. Disturbance fre-
quency, or the number of disturbances during a
particular time interval within some specified land
area, is simply the inverse of the mean disturbance
interval.

The widespread use of mean disturbance inter-
vals and disturbance frequencies is based in part
upon the assumption that disturbance intervals are
symmetrically distributed about the mean. The
mean fire interval (Romme 1980), for example, is
the basis of most of our understanding of fire re-
gimes. Mean disturbance intervals or disturbance
frequencies have been calculated or estimated for
fires (e.g., Martin 1982), floods (Baker 1990),
windstorms (Canham and Loucks  1984), and a
variety of other disturbances (White 1979).

However, empirical studies of disturbance inter-
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val distributions, such as fire interval distributions,
do not support the assumption that disturbance in-
tervals are symmetrically distributed about the
mean. Distributions derived from empirical data
have a variety of shapes (Johnson 1979; Baker
1989b). When disturbance interval distributions are
skewed, then parameters other than the mean may
be more meaningful (Romme 1980). A more ap-
propriate approach for these distributions may be
to fit a flexible statistical distribution to the empiri-
cal disturbance interval data, and use the para-
meters of the fitted distribution to compare distur-
bance regimes. For example, the Weibull model has
been found to adequately fit empirical distributions
of fire intervals, some of which are highly skewed
(Johnson 1979; Johnson and Van Wagner 1985;
Baker 1989b). This distribution has parameters for
shape, scale, and location which can be used to
compare disturbance interval distributions between
sites.

Variation in disturbance intervals alone, ignoring
variation in disturbance size, may result in tem-
porally varying landscape structure. There may be
long times without disturbance that allow land-
scape patches to become comparatively old, fol-
lowed by times of frequent disturbance that pro-
duce young landscape patches. For species sensitive
to the age structure of the patch mosaic, variation
in disturbance intervals may produce important
fluctuations in the availability of habitat (Romme
and Knight 1982) that should not be ignored in
landscape management.

2.3. Spatial distributions

Spatial variation in the location of disturbances can
be substantial even on a local scale. Variation in dis-
turbance initiation and spread may be influenced
by topographic setting, elevation, aspect, and
slope, as well as by the condition of the vegetation
(White 1979; Fowler and Asleson 1984; van Wag-
tendonk 1986; Foster 1988; Turner and Romme, in
press). The result is spatial variation in the density
and size, and other attributes of the patch mosaic.
Although some generalizations have been made
about the factors influencing the spatial location of

disturbances (e.g., Swanson et al. 1990),  there have
been only a few studies that have specifically ex-
amined quantitative aspects of the spatial variation
in the patch mosaic (e.g., Chou et al. 1990).
Nonetheless, this spatial variation can be expected
to be important to species that are sensitive to the
structure of the patch mosaic.

Spatial variation in the timing attribute has been
studied, however, at both local and continental
scales. On a local scale, it has been found that
within a 400,000 ha area of relatively uniform topo-
graphy, fire interval distributions varied from
right-skewed to left-skewed, and the Weibull scale
parameter (related to expected recurrence interval)
varied from about 30 to about 120 (Baker 1989b).
On the continental scale, disturbance intervals vary
as a result of spatial variation in climatic condi-
tions, vegetation type, and physical setting. Report-
ed mean fire intervals in the United States, for ex-
ample, vary from less than 10 years in dry pine
forests to about 800 years in the forests of the
northeastern United States (Turner and Romme, in
press). Past disturbance management policies have
not explicitly recognized the local spatial variation
in the disturbance regime.

3. Design principles

A broad reserve design goal for perpetuating a
natural disturbance regime is to ensure that the es-
sential attributes of the disturbance regime (Table
1) are all perpetuated as well as possible within a
reserve. This has not in the past been an explicit de-
sign goal. As a result, the essential spatial and tern- -
poral variation in landscape structure that is a con-
sequence of a fully active disturbance regime is
missing from many reserves. When the disturbance
regime has been considered, the size attribute of
disturbances in relation to the size of reserves has
commanded the most attention, although the loca-
tion of the reserve, the placement of its boundaries,
and the possibility of using buffers as part of a
biosphere reserve model also warrant considera-
tion.
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3.1. Reserve size

It has been suggested that the primary design con-
sideration for disturbances is that a reserve contains
a ‘minimum dynamic area’ (Pickett  and Thompson
1978). This area is defined by these authors as ‘ .  .  .
the smallest area with a natural disturbance regime,
which maintains internal recolonization sources,
and hence minimizes extinction’ (p. 34). This defi-
nition is thus solely in relation to species viability,
which does not necessarily equate with perpetua-
tion of disturbance-induced landscape structure or
with ecosystem preservation.

For perpetuating the disturbance regime itself, it
may be desirable to find a minimum land area with-
in which a population of disturbance patches has a
temporally stable structure (Baker 1989a).  The goal
would be to ensure that reserve size is sufficient so
that disturbances are ‘incorporated’ (sensu Urban
et al. 1987) within the reserve. What this means is
that the location of patches may shift spatially, but
the composite structure of the overall mosaic of
patches will remain temporally stable, producing
what can be called a ‘shifting-mosaic steady state’
(Bormann and Likens 1979). A simulation study
(Shugart and West 1981) suggested that distur-
bances could be incorporated within land areas
about 50 times the size of disturbances. Empirical
studies, however, have not found shifting-mosaic
steady states in temperate zone forests subject to
stand-destroying fires (Romme 1982),  even in a
reserve of 400,000 ha (Baker 1989a),  which is more
than 50 times the mean patch size.

The reason for the difference between simulation
and empirical studies is that Shugart and West’s
simulation used disturbances that were all the same
size, while disturbances in nature vary in size and in
timing (e.g., Baker 1989b). Variation in distur-
bance size alone means that landscape structure
must fluctuate temporally (Baker 1989a). If, for
example, disturbances are chosen randomly and at
equal time intervals from a negative exponential
size distribution, then the percentage of the land-
scape that is newly disturbed will fluctuate tem-
porally. If, in addition, unequal-sized disturbances
also occur after unequal time intervals, then more
marked fluctuation in landscape structure is likely.

Fluctuation in landscape structure is thus a direct
consequence of the variance in, and the non-normal
shapes of the size and timing distributions that
comprise disturbance regimes. Fluctuation in land-
scape structure will occur in any reserve, but will be
less if a reserve is large in relation to maximum dis-
turbance size. Reserve size determines how similar
the pattern of fluctuation in the reserve will be to
the pattern of fluctuation in the larger landscape
(Baker 1989a).

When the goal is the perpetuation of a natural
disturbance regime and its associated fluctuation in
landscape structure, the best strategy is to make re-
serves large relative to maximum disturbance size.
This strategy will maximize the chance that the dis-
turbance regime and the associated pattern of land-
scape change in the reserve will be similar to the dis-
turbance regime and pattern of change that would
have occurred in the larger landscape. Also, if the
reserve is large relative to maximum disturbance
size, then management problems will be minimized
(White 1987). This is primarily because: (1) distur-
bances will not threaten to destroy the entire reserve
at once, leaving it vulnerable to recolonization by
weedy or exotic species from the surrounding
human-altered landscape; (2) disturbances will less
often spread out of the reserve onto surrounding
human-occupied lands where they may have ad-
verse economic effects; and (3) the size distribution
of disturbances will not be truncated as a result of
the suppression of disturbances when they reach the
reserve margin.

Choosing to establish several small, rather than
a single large reserve is a poor choice in most cases,
because each of the small reserves may truncate the
patch size distribution attribute of the disturbance
regime (Baker 1989a). On the other hand, when
each of several reserves is large relative to maxi-
mum disturbance size, then several reserves may be
placed in a manner that will maximize the protec-
tion of greater variation in the environment than
might be possible with a single reserve (Baker
1989a).

Maximum disturbance sizes can be obtained
from historical records (e.g., Yancik and Rous-
sopoulos 1982),  which typically cover only the last
several decades, or from reconstruction in the field
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(e.g., Heinselman 1973; Reiners and Lang 1979).
Field reconstruction is difficult, but historical data
on disturbance sizes over the last few hundred years
are also important, as discussed below, where
prescribed disturbances are to be used.

3.2. Reserve location

If the location of the reserve is not constrained by
other demands, then there are two locational con-
cerns from the standpoint of disturbance regimes.
First, it is important to place the reserve in such a
way that both the disturbance initiation zones and
disturbance export zones are contained within the
reserve. Without control of favored initiation
zones, it will be difficult to manage disturbances in
the reserve. Without protection of favored direc-
tions of disturbance export, it will be difficult po-
litically to maintain a natural disturbance regime
within the reserve.

A few examples will illustrate this concern. In
mountainous terrain containing snow avalanche
paths it is critical to protect the avalanche source
area, the entire track, and the run-out zone (Butler
1980). In riparian landscapes, it is important to
have some control of activities in the upstream
watershed where floods originate as well as protec-
tion of flood-prone areas downstream to which
floods will be exported. Favored topographic set-
tings for lightning strikes are often on ridgetops at
higher elevations in mountainous settings, although
the actual number of initiated fires may be highest
at intermediate elevations perpendicular to domi-
nant storm tracks (Fowler and Asleson 1984). In
cases where fires typically initiate at intermediate
elevations and spread upslope, protection of the ex-
port zone at higher elevations is desirable. A local
analysis of initiation and export patterns is re-
quired for each disturbance type and environmen-
tal setting.

It has been proposed that a system of long-
rotation forest islands be located along riparian
strips as a means to minimize the possibility of des-
truction by fire and to maximize the connectivity
between islands (Harris 1984). This location strate-
gy is one of disturbance avoidance rather than dis-

turbance incorporation. For very small reserves or
highly valued fragments this may be a reasonable
approach, but it must be recognized that this ap-
proach means that the system of islands will include
only a small part of the spectrum of natural distur-
bances that has shaped the coniferous forest biome.
As such, the system becomes more a system of
habitats for species-level conservation than an eco-
system-level or landscape-level reserve system.

The second locational concern is to try to incor-
porate some of the spatial variation in the distur-
bance regime. For example, in landscapes subject
to fire, areas beyond natural fire breaks may serve
as refugia that allow recolonization of disturbed
areas. Topographic and elevational variation may
similarly provide opportunities for sufficient spa-
tial variation in disturbance regimes so that species
with a variety of life history strategies, and eco-
systems with a variety of environmental require-
ments can persist.

3.3. Reserve boundaries

Previous analyses of nature reserve boundaries
(Schonewald-Cox and Bayless  1986, Schonewald-
Cox 1988) have emphasized that administrative
boundaries may not confer needed protection for
species and communities due to segmentation of the
boundary and adverse effects that extend across
the boundary. It is similarly true that administra-
tive boundaries alone may be insufficient to insure
that the natural disturbance regime in a reserve is
protected. It may be possible, however, to locate
the administrative boundary in a manner that
minimizes adverse effects on the disturbance re-
gime.

Natural disturbance breaks, for example, make
excellent boundaries for reserves as these are loca-
tions where disturbances would normally stop
spreading. For snow avalanches the valley wall op-
posite the avalanche path is the disturbance break.
The boundary between windward and leeward
slopes is an obvious wind disturbance break. Natur-
al fire breaks include lakes and streams, extremely
rocky areas such as talus slopes and landslide paths,
or areas with little fuel or moist fuels such as
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Fig. 2. Major parts of a biosphere reserve

avalanche paths (Malanson and Butler 1984).
Where natural disturbance breaks do not exist,
roads or other human-constructed breaks can be
utilized, but boundaries need to be planned with
these in mind.

3.4. The biosphere reserve model

The biosphere reserve model (Gregg et al. 1989) and
its cousin, the multiple-use-module or MUM (Har-
ris 1984; Noss and Harris 1986), may be good de-
signs for reserves in landscapes subject to natural
disturbances. A typical biosphere reserve (Fig. 2)
contains a secure central core area designed strictly
for nature preservation, a surrounding buffer area
in which relatively non-destructive multiple uses
may occur, and an outermost transition area in
which cooperative economic and research activities
that are in harmony with the reserve occur (Gregg
et al. 1989). A multiple-use-module is like a bio-
sphere reserve, but its central core could contain
any area of unusual conservation value, not just a
representative ecosystem (Noss and Harris 1986).
Increasing attention is now being given to land-
scape ecology in the design of biosphere reserves
(Dyer and Holland 1991), but little attention has

been given to design for the natural disturbance
regime.

The major advantage of the biosphere reserve
model, from the standpoint of natural distur-
bances, over that of a typical national park or other
nature reserve is the presence of buffer zones. If na-
ture reserves become islands in a sea of intensive hu-
man land use, then the buffer can absorb some of
the effects of external activities. Janzen  (1983),  for
example, argued that it may be better to have
cropland  than secondary forest around a pristine
forest reserve, as fewer species will invade the
reserve from cropland. Harris (1984) suggested
maintaining managed forests around an old-growth
reserve as a way to increase the viability of the
reserve and to mimic the patch-mosaic structure of
forests.

However, the best buffer for a disturbance re-
gime may differ from the best buffer for maintain-
ing species diversity in a reserve. For the former the
best buffer is clearly one which contains a distur-
bance regime that most closely mimics that in the
original ecosystem. For example, secondary forest
may be a better buffer than cropland  for tropical
forest reserves subject to disturbance by cyclones or
other high winds, as forest edges next to cleared
areas are especially susceptible to blowdown
(Foster 1980; Franklin and Forman  1987). Main-
taining a secondary forest around a temperate zone
old-growth core, in contrast, may increase the ex-
port of fires into the core, because of an increase in
accidental ignitions or the intentional burning of
logging slash in managed forests (Franklin and For-
man 1987). However, the advantage of the buffer
and transition in the biosphere reserve model is that
the buffer does provide a zone in which it may be
possible to filter the effects of inappropriate distur-
bance regimes (e.g., excess fires in managed forests)
that occur in the transition area. Fires could be sup-
pressed upon entry into the buffer zone unless they
met a particular disturbance management prescrip-
tion.

4. Reserve management principles

Disturbance management policy is affected by a
variety of scientific, political, social, and economic
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concerns. The focus here is on the scientific aspects
of disturbance management policy.

There are at least five major ways to manage dis-
turbances in natural areas (Christensen 1990).
These are to use surrogates, suppression, planned
disturbance prescriptions, natural disturbance
prescriptions, and a natural disturbance regime. I
will discuss the first four of these in relation to the
set of attributes of a disturbance regime (Table l),
presuming that the reserve management goal is to
maintain as well as possible the characteristics of
the natural disturbance regime. The last option,
managing for a natural disturbance regime, has
been discussed in the first part of the paper.

4.1. Surrogates

To use a surrogate means to simply substitute one
type of disturbance for another (e.g., logging for
fire). Surrogates may be necessary if the reserve
protection goal is at the species or ecosystem level,
disturbance is known to be required for these spe-
cies or ecosystems, and it is not feasible to use other
methods. It is possible to use surrogates to mimic
some of the attributes of a disturbance regime, such
as the size, shape, timing and spatial distributions
of the original disturbance regime, but surrogates
usually do not allow mimicry of the intensity distri-
bution, and may have quite different physical ef-
fects on the landscape and biota.

ally results in ‘replacement of a coarse-grained
landscape mosaic containing large variable-sized
patches by a more homogenous fine-grained
mosaic’ (Forman  and Boerner 1981 p. 46). This
may be the case where large fires can be prevented.
More commonly, with fire control ‘a fine mosaic
has been replaced by a coarser one’ (Minnich 1983
p. 1293). This latter trend is to be expected if most
fires are controlled and thus remain small, but a few
fires escape to become large, and if fire control in-
creases the fuel loading, and consequently the in-
tensity and size of subsequent fires. Fire suppres-
sion may also result in an increase in some compo-
nents of landscape diversity (Romme 1982) and
significant alterations in several other measures of
landscape structure (Baker, in press). Dams and
other water developments also primarily control the
smaller floods. It is not known, however, whether
flood control will eventually result in larger flood-
disturbed patches. Although additional research is
needed, it is clear that disturbance control has the
potential to significantly alter spatial and temporal
variation in the structure of landscapes.

In small reserves where the management’goal is
to suppress very large disturbances that would des-
troy most of the reserve the long-term effect of dis-
turbance control on landscape structure may be a
lesser concern. In this situation, disturbance sup-
pression may increase the probability of larger dis-
turbances occurring, but all disturbances above
some cutoff size will have to be suppressed in any
case.

4.2. Suppression
4.3. Planned and natural disturbanceprescriptions-

Only a few kinds of disturbances have been effec-
tively controlled, and disturbance control is now
known in some instances to have long-term effects
that may be the reverse of the desired effect. A great
deal is known about the effects of disturbance con-
trol on individual species and on certain communi-
ties, but very little is known about the effects of dis-
turbance control on the structure of landscapes.

The effects of fire suppression on landscapes
have been considered in several studies, but a com-
prehensive understanding is lacking. In the case of
fires,-it has been suggested that fire control eventu-

These two approaches are identical except that
planned disturbances are intentionally started and
natural disturbances start themselves. In both cases
the disturbance is only allowed to continue if it
meets a particular pre-determined need, or
prescription. This is a common approach for fire
management in cases where a natural fire regime is
not feasible (cf. Wright and Bailey 1982).

A primary concern of planned disturbance ef-
forts is often the physical feasibility of a planned
burn, and the goal of planned disturbances is usual-
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ly to modify species habitat or community struc-
ture. For example, in determining the size of
prescribed fires, the main considerations are often
the amount of acreage that can be burned within a
single controlled burning period, the cost of estab-
lishing fire lines and monitoring the fire, and the
size of fire that can effectively be controlled (Bunt-
ing et al. 1987). When species are the target of con-
servation, the goal may be to simply maintain a cer-
tain percentage of the landscape in a seral or climax
stage favorable to a certain species (e.g., Garcia
1986),  with little concern for the effects on the land-
scape. On the community or ecosystem level distur-
bances may be used to restore community structure
(White 1986) or maintain species diversity and com-
munity composition (Gibson 1988). In the few cases
where the landscape ramifications of prescribed
disturbances have been considered, the recommen-
dations have often been to use small disturbances to
create a heterogenous habitat (Foster 1980; Bunting
et al. 1987),  presumably to increase species diversity
or to favor certain species, rather than to manage
the landscape itself.

In contrast, using prescribed disturbances to ex-
plicitly manage form and process in landscapes re-
quires consideration of the historical variation in
the attributes of the disturbance regime (Table 1).
If the goal is to perpetuate the landscape distur-
bance process as well as possible, then it is desirable
to try to vary disturbances so that the set of distur-
bances over some time and space scale has attribute
distributions similar to those that occurred in the
natural landscape (Agee  and Huff 1986). Pre-
scribed fires, for example, should vary in size, be in-
itiated more frequently in favored initiation zones,
and vary in intensity and time of burn in a manner
similar to fires that occurred in the natural land-
scape. This kind of disturbance management re-
quires substantial knowledge about the natural dis-
turbance regime and a simultaneous consideration
of effects on species, ecosystems, and the land-
scape.

From the landscape perspective it is clear that
multiple small disturbances, which are easier to
control, cannot substitute for a single large distur-
bance. It has been proposed that very large fires,
such as burned in Yellowstone National Park in
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Fig. 3. Four options for mimicking the size distribution when
using prescribed disturbances in a reserve smaller than maxi-
mum historical disturbances. The arrow indicates the size of the
reserve. (a) the natural size distribution, (b) truncated size distri-
bution, (c) truncated and redistributed size distribution, (d)
shifted size distribution, (e) shrunk size distribution.

1988, are unnatural, and that “scientific manage-
ment can restore a more natural condition and
create higher biotic diversity on the burned areas
than ‘letting nature take its course’ while also
reducing the size and destructiveness of future
fires” (Bonnicksen 1989). Scientific management
goals may vary, but excluding large fires from land-
scapes that historically had large fires (Romme and
Despain 1989) is one that will significantly alter
landscape structure from its natural condition.
Based on a simulation analysis of fires in the
Boundary Waters Canoe Area in Minnesota, a dis-
turbance regime with small prescribed fires, com-
pared to a natural disturbance regime, can be ex-
pected to significantly alter landscape structure
(Baker, in press). An essential component of a
scientific landscape management approach guided
by history is to mimic the size distribution, as well
as perhaps other attribute distributions, of histori-
cal disturbances. Multiple small disturbances are
not a substitute for large disturbances.

Where the size of the reserve is significantly
smaller than the size of historical disturbances, and
simultaneous disturbance of the whole reserve is
not desirable due to species-level or ecosystem-level
concerns, then what aspect of the natural size distri-
bution should be mimicked in a prescribed distur-
bance regime? There are at least four options (Fig.
3). With the first option the size distribution is sim-
ply truncated below the reserve size (Fig. 3b). The
result is that none of the structure that was present
in the natural landscape will be altered, except that
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structure produced by very large disturbances.
With the second option (Fig. 3c),  the truncated dis-
turbances are redistributed so that the curve has the
same general shape, but is taller. With the third op-
tion, part of the curve is preserved, but it is shifted
to the left so that maximum prescribed disturbance
sizes are smaller than the reserve size (Fig. 3d). This
rescales the whole patch mosaic, decreasing the
number of small disturbances, which means that
the distance between patches will increase. In so do-
ing this option will create a landscape mosaic which
is perhaps different than has existed in the land-
scape in the past. The last option shrinks the curve
down, but preserves its shape (Fig. 3e). This again
rescales the patch mosaic, but in a more equitable
manner. There is no perfect choice among these op-
tions, and it is likely that disturbance prescriptions
will be imprecisely achieved in any event. Nonethe-
less, truncation (Fig. 3b) alters landscape structure
the least, and may be comparatively easy to achieve
if fixed disturbance breaks that establish a maxi-
mum disturbance size can be used.

An additional concern for determining distur-
bance prescriptions is the effect of patch relaxation
(Baker 1989a).  If reserves become isolated, so that
disturbances no longer spread into the reserve area
from the outside, then the disturbance regime will
be altered even if all disturbances that originate
within the reserve are allowed to spread naturally.
This effect usually increases as reserve size de-
creases. In small isolated reserves prescribed distur-
bances thus could be necessary even if there is a no-
suppression policy within the reserve.

The Konza Prairie Research Natural Area is an
example of a reserve in which natural disturbances
are managed entirely by prescription (Marzolf
1988) in a manner inconsistent with perpetuating
landscape process and form. The 3487 ha reserve is
divided into about 50 treatment areas, that are
primarily small watersheds. Fire treatments and
grazing treatments are superimposed, so that some
watersheds are burned and grazed, others are un-
burned but grazed, etc. A suih  of treatments in-
cludes different year-to-year fire intervals, but all
fires are ignited in the Spring, so seasonal variation
is not included. The entire watershed is apparently
burned at once in all cases. Although ostensibly a

nature reserve, the Konza is actually managed as an
experimental area in which the goal of the experi-
ments is to understand the effects of different fire
intervals and grazing on species and ecosystems.
Other aspects of the disturbance regime are ig-
nored. There is no question that these experiments
are invaluable, but the natural disturbance regime
in tallgrass prairies undoubtedly was not one with
fixed patch sizes at regular intervals in the same lo-
cation. Such a disturbance regime can be expected
to alter the populations of organisms in the tallgrass
prairie that are sensitive to the natural pattern of
fire-induced variation in landscape structure, par-
ticularly those organisms that are sensitive to patch-
to-patch distance or patch size (both of which are
now fixed at one scale), or depend upon irregulari-
ties in the timing of fires.

4.4. Structure and process goals in restoration

Some researchers believe that disturbance suppres-
sion and other human effects have so altered the
composition and structure within some reserves
that it is first necessary to restore natural structure
before natural disturbance processes can be rein-
troduced (Bonnicksen and Stone 1982,1985).  In the
case of fires, these authors argue that if natural
structure is not first restored to what it would have
been today if European settlers had not interfered
with natural processes (identified using their ‘re-
construction-simulation approach’), then reintro-
duction of the process may result in unnaturally
large fires, due to fuel buildup over decades of fire
suppression. It has been the policy of the National
Park Service, since the recognition of the undesir-
able effects of fire suppression, to use prescribed
fires as a means to reduce unnatural fuel accumula-
tions prior to reintroducing a natural fire policy
(Parsons et al. 1986). Nonetheless, Parsons et al.
argue that there are too many uncertainties and too
many interacting sources of landscape change in the
period since settlement to attempt to precisely re-
create the landscape as it would have developed had
European settlement never occurred. Thus these
authors suggest allowing ‘ . . . process-structure in-
teractions to equilibrate on their own after one or
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more prescribed fires’ (Parsons et al. 1986, p. 23).
There are two reasons that both the Parsons et al.

perspective and the Bonnicksen and Stone perspec-
tive may be inconsistent with the landscape man-
agement perspective that I have presented. First,
prescribed burning is not a panacea, because
prescribed burning that is inconsistent with the
historical disturbance regime’s attribute distribu-
tions may further alter landscape structure, rather
than restore it. In particular, using small prescribed
fires to ‘. . . break up large areas of homogenous
heavy fuels, thus reducing the chances of a high in-
tensity wildfire . . . ’ (Parsons et al. 1986) may im-
pose a smaller mean patch size on the landscape
than has ever been present historically, as well as
prevent high intensity wildfires that may historical-
ly have been an important part of the disturbance
regime (Turner and Romme, in press, Parsons et
al., in press). These effects are not consistent with
management for natural landscape-level process
and form. Fluctuation in landscape structure due to
variation in disturbance size and timing may allow
parts of natural landscapes to accumulate large
amounts of fuel at certain times. This accumulation
in itself is not necessarily unnatural. Its naturalness
can only be assessed by comparing recent charac-
teristics of the disturbance regime’s attribute distri-
butions with historical characteristics.

Second, while Bonnicksen and Stone’s (1982)
‘reconstruction-simulation approach’ appears to
produce a reasonable target for landscape restora-
tion, their simulator produces estimates of propor-
tions of the landscape that are in a particular state,
but ignores the spatial distribution of these states.
There is increasing evidence that the spatial struc-
ture of landscape states is important to many plants
and animals, and itself influences the future pattern
of disturbances (Forman and Godron 1986; Turner
and Romme, in press). Bonnicksen and Stone’s
reconstruction-simulation approach needs to repli-
cate spatially explicit changes in landscape struc-
ture before it can be used to produce a precise struc-
ture target. Landscape modelling is not, however,
currently sufficiently precise to produce this kind of
reconstruction (Baker 1989~).

If a spatially accurate reconstruction could be
produced, then the structural restoration goal

presumably would be to restore the spatial pattern
of each of the landscape states to what it would
have been now had European settlement not oc-
curred. But one cannot restore what is now a 150
year old patch at a particular point in the landscape
to a 75 year old state, if that is what the recon-
struction suggests would have been present without
European settlement.

Where restoration of the disturbance-induced
landscape structure is necessary, the best approach
may be to design a transitional restoration-oriented
disturbance regime that will move the landscape
back toward the expected structure. This regime
might be a quite different disturbance regime than
ever occurred in the landscape historically. In fire-
prone landscapes, this transitional regime would
probably seldom consist of the small prescribed
fires that have traditionally been used to restore
ecosystems subject to fire suppression, as small
fires may further alter the structure of landscapes
that historically experienced large fires (Baker, in
press). A simulation approach can be used to de-
velop the transitional disturbance regime (Baker et
al. 1991). Until this transitional regime is designed
it is premature to undertake extensive manipulative
restoration action using either prescribed distur-
bances or mechanical means, as these may only
produce undesirable alteration.

4.5. Landscape modelling

Reserve managers often must make decisions that
have unclear long-term ramifications for land-
scapes, ecosystems, and species. Spatial models of
landscape change are now becoming available that
may enable simulation of future landscape struc-
ture under a variety of management scenarios (e.g.,
Costanza et al. 1990, Baker et al. 1991). Such
models could be used to examine how disturbances
will interact with a landscape as an aid to designing
reserves, to determine what the effects of external
human activities might be, and to analyze how
the landscape structure in the reserve may fluc-
tuate over time. Models with explicit links to cli-
mate could be used to simulate future landscape
dynamics given particular climatic change scenarios
(Baker et al. 1991; Turner and Romme, in press).
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5. Conclusions Bonnicksen on an earlier version of this manu-
script.

Natural disturbance is an important process that af-
fects species, ecosystems, and landscape structure.
More information is needed on natural disturbance
regimes if these regimes are to be effectively man-
aged in nature reserves. In designing a reserve it is
important to consider needed reserve size, reserve
location, reserve boundaries, and reserve buffer in
relation to the attributes of the disturbance regime.
The ability to perpetuate the natural disturbance re-
gime within the reserve is dependent upon how well
designed the reserve is. Natural disturbance regimes
are probably only feasible within reserves that are:
(1) several times the maximum disturbance size
typical of the region, (2) located so that disturbance
initiation and export zones are contained within the
reserve, and (3) have boundaries along natural or I
artificial disturbance breaks or have buffer zones
within which disturbances can be controlled. In
reserves that do not have these attributes a variety
of alternative management strategies can be consi-
dered. Significant manipulative restoration actions
on the landscape scale, using prescribed distur-
bances or mechanical means, are premature given
the state of knowledge about spatial aspects of dis-
turbances in landscapes. Landscape-level manage-
ment may conflict with species or ecosystem-level
management in some instances, but it is essential
that some of our large reserves focus upon perpetu-
ating a natural disturbance regime, as the role of
natural disturbances on the landscape scale is only
beginning to be understood.
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